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andatory anti-SARS-CoV-2
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Dear  Editor
We  read  with  interest  the  article  by  Fung  Kei  Cheng

‘Debate  on  Mandatory  Covid-19  Vaccination’’  [1]  since
oronaVIrus  Disease-19  (Covid-19)  pandemic  has  put  a  strain
n  public  health.  Sars-Cov-2,  as  a  very  new  pathogen,  has
ighlighted  some  of  the  dark  sides  of  globalization,  but
bove  all  the  unpreparedness  of  ‘‘Northern  World  Region’’
ealth  systems,  accustomed  to  chronic  and  degenerative
iseases  management,  as  well  as  the  shortage  of  resources
f  ‘‘Southern  World  Region’’  healthcare,  then  leading  to  the
onsciousness  of  the  similarity  of  global  needs  and  rights,  in
ace  of  pandemic,  and  to  the  urgency  of  global  commitment.

In  the  absence  of  effective  therapy  and  widely  sha-
ed  therapeutic  guidelines,  vaccination  has  represented  the
est  option  to  limit  virus  spreading  and  to  reduce  morbi-
ity  and  mortality  caused  by  infection,  so  that  many  States
ave  undertaken  mass  vaccination  campaigns,  sometimes
aking  anti-SARS-CoV-2  vaccination  mandatory,  in  order

o  quickly  achieve  herd  immunity.  Of  course,  these  topics
ave  relieved  the  debate  on  the  balance  between  indivi-
ual  and  collective  rights,  common  to  any  liberal  State,
nderlying  the  role  and  the  justification  of  law,  up  to  the
ost  critical  circumstances  in  which  the  State  acts  with

bligations.
The  debate  on  compulsory  vaccinations,  from  the  very

eginning,  has  asked  the  worlds  of  science  and  law  to
rovide  truthful  and  authoritative  answers  to  citizens  and
ointed  out  democratic  governments’  and  means  of  commu-
ication’s  responsibilities  about  the  correct  use  and  sharing
f  scientific  data  [2].  We  agree  with  the  Author  about  the
olistic  approach  ‘‘to  live  with  Covid-19  in  a  healthy  and
esourceful  manner’’,  because  it  finds  in  dialectic  the  rigo-
ous  logic  for  practical  application  in  the  current  context

1].

In  Italy,  the  debate  on  mandatory  vaccinations  has  been
ery  topical  since  2017  [3],  when  the  Legislator  impo-
ed  an  ‘‘indirect’’  obligation  of  immunization  for  children

a
m
‘

ttending  compulsory  school  (making  school  enrollment  pos-
ible  after  a  self-declaration  of  occurred  vaccination,  but
ithout  consequent  criminal  sanctioning  in  case  of  refusal).
his  follows  the  drop  of  vaccinations,  the  crisis  of  the  herd

mmunity  and  the  recirculation  of  ancient  pathogens,  as  the
eappearance  -for  instance-  between  2015  and  2017  of  8
ases  of  diphtheria  [4].

The  high  rate  of  infections  and  hospitalizations,  the
bsence  of  effective  therapies  till  January  2022  and  the
aturation  of  intensive  care  units  in  the  Italian  setting  have
epresented  so  much  a  stress  for  public  health  system  that
nti-SARS-CoV-2  vaccine  represented  hic  et  nunc  the  most
uitable  strategic  option  to  face  pandemic.  In  fact,  it  is
ecessary  to  recognize  that  alternative  solutions,  such  as
ocial  distancing,  were  not  feasible  in  the  Italian  setting,
or  psychological  and  economic  issues,  so  that  a  new  total
ockdown  was  not  an  option  at  all  [5].

Of  course,  we  must  not  forget  that  ‘‘no  medicinal  pro-
uct  can  ever  be  considered  risk-free’’  and  when  a  person
ecides  ‘‘to  use  a  medicine  or  undergo  a  vaccination’’
hould  balance  ‘‘the  benefits  with  the  risks’’.  ‘‘Verifying
hat  the  benefits  of  a  vaccine  outweigh  the  risks  and  redu-
ing  these  to  a  minimum  is  the  responsibility  of  the  health
uthorities  that  regulate  the  introduction  on  the  market  of
edicinal  products’’  [6].
The  speed  of  production  and  marketing  of  anti-SARS-CoV-

 vaccines  and  the  high  flow  of  data  and  information  have
ade  many  people  worried  about  vaccines’  safety,  crea-

ing  vaccine  hesitancy  or  even  rejection,  even  if,  to  date,
ollected  data  on  anti-SARS-CoV-2  vaccines’  administration
ave  demonstrated  their  overall  safety  [7].  For  this  reason,
o  overcome  the  resistance  of  some  groups  of  subjects,  it
as  necessary  to  make  vaccination  mandatory,  ‘‘indirectly’’

or  the  general  population  and  exceptionally  ‘‘directly’’  for
eople  at  greater  risk  or  for  healthcare  professionals.

Anyway,  within  the  limits  of  the  provisions  of  the  second
aragraph  of  article  n.  32  of  the  Italian  Constitution  ‘‘the
aw  cannot  in  any  case  violate  the  limits  imposed  by  respect
or  the  human  person’’,  collective  interest  must  not  infringe
ndividual  rights,  according  to  J.  Rawls’  assumption  ‘‘justice
s  fairness’’  [8].

In conclusion,  mandatory  anti-SARS-CoV-2  vaccination
nds  its  justification  in  the  current  atypical  health  and
ocial  context.  The  ‘‘indirect’’  obligation  strategy  appears
o  be  the  very  best  way  forward  since,  in  addition  to
utonomy  and  collective  well-being,  it  is  easier  to  imple-
ent.  The  ‘‘indirect’’  obligation  guarantees  respect  for  all

‘human  persons’’,  especially  protecting  those  more  fragile

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jemep.2022.100797
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ategories,  whose  free  choice  must  be  safeguarded  by  the
tate.  However,  even  with  obligations,  information  and  indi-
idual  consent  remain  essential  requisites  and  so  an  equal
ommitment  must  be  requested  to  State,  to  guarantee  ade-
uate  and  widespread  scientific  evidence-based  information
n  vaccination  [9].
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